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GAME DESCRIPTION

Yo ho me hearties, secret treasures and swashbuckling adventure await you on the high seas... There is
treasure galore for the brave soul who can steal away the famed treasure of the ghostly pirate captain in this
5 x 4, 25 payline adventure. Stacked symbols offer massive wins across the reels, wilds can appear on three
reels, while the golden compass scatter symbol wins you big paying free spins with a special high-paying reel
set and the chance of retriggers with no limits! It’s a pirates life for me!
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Pirates gold is stowed away amongst the reels if you are brave enough to steal it away! There are instant
payout symbols one on every reel-including the four jackpots shown at the top of the reels. If the Dead
Man’s Fingers Collect symbol appears on the final reel then you grab every cash symbol shown on the reel -
and that could mean taking ALL 4 jackpots at once!

A ghostly pirate treasure trove 

Or a walk down the plank!



GAME FEATURES
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SCATTER 
The Golden Compass scatter 

symbol can land on reels 2, 3 and 4. 
3x scatter symbols 
award 10 free spins

FREESPINS
During free spins, there are more of the 

instant cash money symbols and more of 
the Cash Collect symbols available on the 
reels! Plus, you can still hit 3 scatters to 

trigger another 10 free spins. The re-triggers 
permitted are infinite-no limits!



GAME FEATURES
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WILDS
The “Octopus” Wild symbol can 

land on reels 2, 3, 4. It substitutes 
for all symbols except for a 

“Golden Compass” scatter or 
Quickhit symbol

QUICKHIT COLLECT

Reels 1-4 contain “Quickhit Money” symbols 
including four prizes each displaying an instant 
cash win. When a “Dead Hand” quickhit collect 
symbol appears on reel 5 together with at least 
one “Quickhit Money” symbol. the player can 
collect as many “Quickhit Money” symbols as 

appear in view. 



GAME IMAGES
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GAME IMAGES
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GAME PANEL
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A. Settings - Gives access to the sound settings and game rules..

B. Sound - Turn the music and sound effects on or off. . 

C. Paytable - Gives access to the paytable. Displays how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features and 

Information on the paylines. .

D. Turbo - Toggle between normal and turbo spin modes to adjust the spin speed of the video slot reels

E. Balance - Displays the player’s account balance.

F. Win - Displays the player’s total win amount for the current single spin.

G. Bet Value/Toggle - Displays total bet amount per spin. The left and right arrow buttons alter the bet value by either increasing (right) 

or decreasing (left) the number displayed which corresponds to the player’s home currency.

H. Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time. Choose the number of rounds to auto play 

by pressing the Autoplay button. Then choose a total loss limit and press the button to confirm and start spins. You may also

choose to stop the AutoPay if your single spin win exceeds a particular amount. During Autoplay the Autoplay button indicates how 

many spins are remaining from the number of rounds the player selected to play. 

I. Spin Button - Starts the game When the reels are spinning pressing the spin button again will stop the reels immediately.



GAME PAYOUT
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95.15% 17.69% 52.70

Return to Player Hit Frequency Variance

Default Maximum Win………………………………… 2740x / 274,000€

Hit Frequency Into Freespins……………….……… 1/176.61

RTP Bonus Game………………………………………… 23.93%

RTP Freespin Game…………………………………….. 27.85%



GAME PAYTABLE
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5 - €80
4 - €16
3 - €4
2 - €2.80

5 - €32
4 - €8
3 - €2.40

5 - €24
4 - €6
3 - €1.60

5 - €16
4 - €4
3 - €1.20

5 - €12
4 - €3.20
3 - €1.00

5 - €8
4 - €2.40
3 - €0.80

5 - €6
4 - €2
3 - €0.72

5 - €4
4 - €1.20
3 - €0.60

5 - €3.20
4 - €1.00
3 - €0.40

5 - €2.40
4 - €0.80
3 - €0.28

PAYOUTS BASED ON 1€ DEFAULT STAKE



GAME PAYTABLE
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GAME RULES

Dead Man's Fingers is a 5x4 Video Slot with 25 fixed paylines paying left to right. The slot features 5 high pay symbols and 5 low pay symbols. The slot

also features Quickhit, Collect, Wild and Scatter symbols.

The “Quickhit Money” symbols which appear on reels 1, 2, 3 & 4 display a multiplier amount from 1x, 2x, 3x, 5x, 6x, 8x, 10x, 12x, 15x, 18x, 20x, 50x,

100x, 200x, and 1000x (The Grand Prize). The Player is awarded an immediate win as shown on each Quickhit symbol when the “Dead Hand” quickhit

collect symbol appears on reel 5 together with at least one “Quickhit Money” symbol. the player can collect as many “Quickhit Money” symbols as

appear in view.

There is a “Octopus” wild symbol on reels 2, 3 and 4 that substitutes all regular symbols, a “Golden Compass” Scatter symbol that appears on reels 2, 3

& 4, matching 3 scatter symbols anywhere on the reels awards 10 freespins and retriggers if you have 3 scatter symbols inside the freespins.

Freespins are played using the same 25 fixed paylines and the bet amount of the spin that triggered the freespin session. Simultaneous wins across

multiple paylines will be added together.

How To Play

• Select your coin denomination.

• Press the Spin button to start the game.

How to Calculate Wins

• To calculate your total win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

• To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on the line starting from the leftmost reel.

• If three or more symbols are lined up find the value for that winning combination of symbols in the paytable.

• For all symbols for 3 in a row, 4 in a row and five in a row. Only the highest winning combination per line is paid out.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type…………………………………………………Video Slot

Default Bet Size ………………………………………..1€

Default Bet Range …………………………………….0.25€ - 100€

Number of Paylines ………………………………….25
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Supported Currencies

AMD ARS AUD AZN BAM BGN BOB BRL BWP BYN CAD CHF CLP CNY COP CRC CZK DKK EUR GBP GEL GHS GYD 
HKD HRK HUF IDR ILS INR ISK JPY KES KRW KZT MAD MKD MXN MYR NGN NOK NZD PEN PHP PLN RON RSD 

RUB RWF SEK SGD tEUR THB TRY TZS UAH UGX USD UYU VND XAF ZAR ZMW



OPTIONS PANEL
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Opens the settings panel - Gives access to the sound settings and game rules.

Opens the sound settings - Turn the music or sound effects on or off. 

Opens the game rules - Find out the rules of the game.

Opens the Autoplay settings - Change number of Autoplays, Loss limits and Single win   

limit. 

Opens the paytable - Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game 

features and Information on the paylines. 

Opens the game lobby - Returns the player to the game lobby.

Closes the settings panel - Returns the player to the game screen.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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If the game is interrupted during play, players can replay the game round after restarting the game. 

If the player chooses to skip the replay, their win will be added to their balance immediately. 

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not sufficient, please contact the gaming website’s support team. 

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are rendered void and all affected bets are 

refunded. 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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DESKTOP BROWSERS AND MINIMUM VERSION REQUIRED

Safari…………………………………………………537 (6.1)

Opera………………………………………………..26

Firefox……………………………………………….33

Google Chrome…………………………………32

Microsoft Edge………………………………….89


